from The Real World
I have written a book of philosophy
I have written my entire life
Salad grows in the garden
I don’t care where
Emotions are mere byproducts of our responses to stimuli
It is possible to have too many positive emotions
It is actually a pathological condition
-

Let’s start with some self-analysis
The three main attachment styles are secure, anxious, and avoidant
Everything is a countable infinity
On poem-hunter.com, my poetry is rated 9.1/10, compositely
Many of us wind up confusing love with obsessive passion
In many cases the probability is so high it amounts to a certainty
It should be noted all the proceeds from this venture will go toward a nonprofit I’ve dreamed of
opening
100%
-

The door was ludicrous yet passable
Like fighting a war to prevent a war
Research indicates pursuing happiness is inversely associated with it
You can’t be an artist if you can’t be alone
Don’t feel bad for me
I have experienced my own birth
-

Research indicates every person is a scientifically unique situation
With identical feelings
Some researchers claim the figure’s an illusion created by sunlight striking a glass bottle
The cows starved to death because the farmer had to pay his mortgage
I gave up ideas long ago
If someone else determines the wave function of a system, tell me about it
-

You probably want to expand yourself by including another person within yourself
The city that is built on a hill cannot be hid
Of the 91 poems I have published online, hundreds remain un-transcribed
The mind gets lost in negative rumination
Like a lab rat
One of my hands is typing
The other is good for nothing
-

Dear Beloved Friend
I am a businesswoman dealing with gold exportation
All this change reflects the normal workings of the market
The bone-on-bone rubbing that occurs when the cartilage is gone
According to others, human beings are objective and impartial characters
An unmistakable glass-like polish on the surface
Quiet, the algorithm is trying to think
-

Popular culture does a disservice to most
Like us, animals are susceptible to emotional contagion
I wouldn’t be a celebrity for ten million dollars
The impossible ideals we see promoted and heralded everywhere
Happy New Year, my dear, I’m John Kennedy
Only a bit of this has to do with how you feel
-

Most art is never displayed
The rich want to buy expected value
A growing body of research suggests you’re nobody until you’ve been branded
The cow is easily identifiable in the field
Less so on the plate
This is an ongoing process
The rest is a product of mental arithmetic
-

